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Abstract
The GDPR (GDPR, REGULATION (EU) 2016/679 OF THE EUROPEAN
PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural
persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of
such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation))
introduces the self-assessment of digital risks and the modulation of duties on the basis
of the impact assessment analysis, including specific measures that intend to safeguard
the data subject’s human dignity and fundamental rights. Semantic web technologies
and legal reasoning tools can support privacy-by-default and legal compliance. In this
light, this paper presents a first draft of a legal ontology on the GDPR, called PrOnto,
that has the goal of providing a legal knowledge modelling of the privacy agents, data
types, types of processing operations, rights and obligations. The methodology used
here is based on legal theory analysis joined with ontological patterns.
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1 Introduction
The GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) introduces a common
legal framework for all the EU member states with the aim of
harmonizing their privacy principles and the application of these
principles inside the Digital Single Market. One of the main newly
introduced instruments is the self-assessment of the digital risks and the
modulation of the duties on the basis of the impact assessment analysis,
including specific measures to safeguard the data subject’s human
dignity and fundamental rights. The audit and the compliance checking
are instruments to guarantee privacy-by-design during software
development (ex-ante phase) and the prompt detection of violations (expost phase) when they occur6. For this reason, semantic web and legal
reasoning techniques can support the application of privacy-by-default
principles in the day-byday operative tasks of public administrations,
companies and non-profit organizations.
In this light, there is the urgent need to model a legal ontology of the
privacy and data protection regulation, which must not be limited to the
GDPR and which can be extended to other jurisdictions, in order to
define the legal concepts in these legal frameworks and the relationships
among them. This paper presents the first draft ontology on the GDPR,
called PrOnto (Privacy Ontology), that aims to provide a legal
knowledge modelling of the privacy agents, data types, processing
operations, rights and obligations. The goal of this ontology is to support
legal reasoning and check compliance by using defeasible logic theory
(LegalRuleML standard 7 and SPINDle engine 8 ), as opposed to
exclusively improve information retrieval on the web.
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2 Related Work
Different authors from the semantic web community9 have developed
privacy ontologies for specific goals. For instance, the HL7 privacy
ontology 10 is oriented to manage health data for electronic health
records; others are oriented to secure messaging among automatic
systems in the Internet of Things ecosystem, whereas others are oriented
to manage the data flow in the linked open data environment or on the
blockchain. However, there exists no legal ontology of privacy principles
of the theory of law and foundational concepts that is able to support
legal reasoning and check compliance. Those functionalities require a
precise modelling of the rights and obligations using deontic operators
and, at the same time, a modelling of the actors and the processing
operations described in the normative prescriptions. For this reason,
PrOnto takes inspiration from different existing ontologies and from the
methodology of ontology design pattern11. We have used several other
ontologies:
1.
ALLOT: this ontology implements the Akoma Ntoso
Top Level Classes (TLCs) as a formal OWL 2 DL and allows to connect
the data and document classes with the FRBR ontology12.
2.
FRBR: FRBR is an ontology that implements the FRBR
model13.
9
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LKIF Core: Action.owl is an ontology that represents
actions in general, i.e., processes that are performed by an agent. We use
in particular lkif:Agent to model lkif:Organization and lkif:Person.
4.
LKIF Core: Role.owl is an ontology to describe
typologies of roles (epistemic roles, functions, person roles, organisation
roles). We use in particular lkif:Role14.
5.
The Publishing Workflow Ontology (PWO) is a simple
ontology written in OWL 2 DL for the characterization of the main stages
in the workflow associated with the publication of a document (e.g.,
being written, under review, XML capture, page design, publication on
the Web). We reuse the workflow pattern to model the different types of
processing of personal data15.
6.
Time-indexed Value in Context (TVC) is an ontology
pattern that allows to describe scenarios in which someone (e.g., a
person) has a value (e.g., a particular role) during a particular time and
for a particular context. We use this portion of ontology to connect the
event with value, context and time parameters16.
7.
Time Interval (TI) is an ontology design pattern that
enables the description of periods of time that are characterised by a
starting date and an ending date. We use this ontology to manage the
time interval17.
3.

3 Methodology: MeLOn
We developed PrOnto by using an interdisciplinary approach called
MeLOn (Methodology for building Legal Ontology), which has been
already used with success to develop several legal ontologies. The
MeLOn methodology was built to design legal ontologies, considering
the great difficulties that legal experts encounter when they must define
a model of the reality using the ontological techniques. Protégé was used
frequently in the past in the legal community, but with the result to
produce a large number of classes, one for each legal term, because the
legal expert is not usually familiar with the modelization of the reality
14
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using classes, relationships and attributes. The Glossary method is too
language-oriented. The foundational approach is too abstract and too
little applicative, even if DOLCE 18 is used as skeleton for the final
checking.
The MeLOn methodology is composed of ten steps that can be
recursively applied:
1 Describe the goal of the ontology. In this step, the team describes the
research questions that the ontology intends to cope with. It is also
important to select two or three use-cases where the ontology is helpful.
For PrOnto we defined the following goals:
(i)
to model data protection legal norms starting from legal
texts but including also social norms, practitioner opinions or social
behaviours;
(ii)
to build a legal ontology that is usable for legal reasoning;
(iii) to build a legal ontology that is usable for web of data and
information retrieval.
2 Evaluation indicators. We define some parameters/indicators to
evaluate the ontology according to the goals (step 1). In the PrOnto
ontology, we selected the following criteria based on the existing state
of the art19;
(i) coherence: the axioms of the ontology can’t create
inconsistency or contradictions;
(ii) completeness: the domain is adequately covered by the
ontology and the main concepts are included;
(iii) efficiency: the ontology is technically sound, concise and the
reasoning is computable in reasonable time, and it is based on
patterns;
(iv) effectiveness: the ontology covers the most important queries
about the domain and the end users find it helpful to resolve
applicative situations;
(v) usability: the end users find the ontology clear,
understandable, easy to use, close to the main terminology used
inside of the community, sefl-explained.
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agreement: the grade of agreement and acceptance of the
ontology in the legal expert community.

3 State of the art survey. We have checked the state of the art in order
to reuse existing ontologies, ontology patterns 20 , and other existing
domain vocabularies.
4 List all the relevant terminology. We produce a glossary with the
most relevant legal terms extracted from normative documents, caselaw, contracts, or any other legal source. In particular, we included all
the legal definitions.
5 Use usable tools. We use tools that are close to the legal experts such
as tables or UML diagrams in order to model the knowledge-base of the
legal domain. Legal experts can use the Graffoo tool21 that allows to use
graphical instruments and to transform the UML into OWL/XML
serialization.
6 Refine and optimize. The serialization into OWL by Graffoo22 [8, 21]
or UML is not optimal for the efficiency and the coherence, therefore the
axioms are added manually by an ontology expert in order to check the
coherence.
7 Test the output. The ontology is tested by legal experts using a web
interface in order to evaluate the completeness, effectiveness and
usability.
8 Evaluate the ontology. We use the OntoClean method to polish the
ontology and apply the criteria of point 2 to provide metrics. A set of
SPARQL queries are prepared and the output is measured.
20
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9 Publish the document with the LODE tool23.
10 Collect feedbacks from the community in order to reach the
agreement criteria.
The method must be repeated at least three times and
transparently published online.

4 PrOnto Modules
PrOnto consists of different modules: (i) documents and data, (ii) actors
and roles, (iii) processing and workflow, (iv) legal rules and deontic
formula, (v) purposes and legal bases (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Modules of PrOnto ontology

Some document and data are referred to the data subject. Data subject is
a role of an agent (physical person). Data is processed following a given
workflow plan of actions. When executed, each action assumes specific
temporal parameters (e.g., the processing’s interval of time), context
(e.g., jurisdiction where the data processing is carried out), and value
(e.g., place where the data processing is performed). The data processing
must be performed according to a legal basis that provides the lawfulness
of the processing. Each processing activity involves a controller, a
processor, and other actors. Each actor has obligations or rights, for
instance the data subject has rights related to the data protection. These
rights and obligations are linked to documents where the norms appear:
terms of use, information, privacy policies, consent forms.
<http://www.essepuntato.it/lode> ; Peroni, S., Shotton, D., Vitali, F.: The live OWL
documentation environment: a tool for the automatic generation of ontology
documentation. In: ten Teije, A., et al. (eds.) EKAW 2012. LNCS (LNAI), vol. 7603,
pp. 398–412. Springer, Heidelberg (2012). <https://doi.org/10. 1007/978-3-64233876-2_35>.
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4.1 Data and Document
Data protection involves data and documents in a twofold manner: data
are the object of the regulation and the target of its protection, and also
the source of information to regulate the relationships between the
different agents (e.g., controller, processor, etc.) using privacy, informed
consent, contracts, codes of conduct, law, case-law and any other legal
document. The data and the documents are documental sources; using
the FRBR ontology, we model their representations over time by reusing
a robust design pattern already adopted for the publication process 24 .
Data are defined in categories according to the GDPR: personal data,
non-personal data, anonymized data, pseudonymised data (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Document and data module

4.2 Agent and Role
One of the most frequent errors in legal ontology design is to confuse
agents and roles. In PrOnto we clearly distinguish the two classes.
Physical persons and organizations are agents, but we include into the
agent class also IT organizations or artificial intelligence and software or
robots. An agent could play multiple roles related to different processing
activities and contexts. Additionally, a controller could act as processor
24

Peroni, S., Shotton, D.: The SPAR ontologies. To appear in Proceedings of the 17th
International Semantic Web Conference, ISWC2108 (2018 under publication).
<https://w3id. org/spar/article/spar-iswc2018/>

or third party with respect to a separate processing. Each role is fixed in
a given period of time that is joined with the time version of the dataset
and the duration of the data processing. The role is authorized by an event
that assigns it to the agent (see Fig. 3). The role is modelled in subclasses
like DPO (data protection officer), controller, processor, third party,
representative, recipient, data subject, supervisory authority, Member
State. Other roles are defined by the deontic legal rules such as bearer or
counter party.

Fig. 3. Agent and role module

4.3 Data Processing
When we model human activities, we need to model workflows as a
sequence of steps that uses some resources in input and produces some
outcomes. However, a workflow is composed of two parts: the plan to
do something (e.g., workflow) and the concrete sequence of actions
actually performed (e.g., execution of the workflow). In the GDPR, it is
especially important to distinguish the plan (e.g., Impact Assessment
Plan made of steps) from the real execution (e.g., data breach event and
counter measurement enacted), which is constituted by a set of actions.
Especially in the compliance checking scenario, there is the need to have
a plan that conforms to the law and to provide counter measures in case
of violation during the actual execution (e.g., remedies). For this reason,
we have used the Publishing Workflow Ontology (PWO) as the basis to
model the data processing ontology module. PWO incudes workflow and
executed workflow. PersonalDataProcessing is a subclass of Workflow
with several attributes: transparency, fairness, lawfulness that are
Boolean value that a legal reasoning process could set up. Personal data
processing is also planned for being eligible for a given period of time
(isValid), also in accordance with the purpose (isBasedOn).

PersonalDataProcessingExecution is a subclass of WorkflowExecution.
The workflow execution involves actions. The actions 25 are a kind of
event that are described by temporal parameters (e.g., interval) and
context values (Time-indexed Value in Context - TVC). The Action class
in PrOnto also has an important attribute for storing the status of
breachness: the action is prone to configure a data breach event. One of
the values of the action is the place where the event occurs (e.g., within
the EU borders) and the jurisdiction (e.g., Regional competence). Other
values and statuses can be added in order to enrich the context
description (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Workflow and processing module

For instance, we take the category of all the actions that produce a
“deletion” according with the Article 17 of GDPR. Technically speaking,
it is not easy to isolate the exact moment and level of deletion (e.g.,
logical deletion or physical erasure – see Fig. 5), but under the legal point
of view we can include in this category the following behaviours: a
temporary deletion, a permanent deletion including the backup copies in
cloud computing, destruction of the physical device, anonymisation of
25

Abrams, M.: The origins of personal data and its implications for governance.
<https://papers. ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2510927>.

the data, and finally the pseudoanonymisation of data with double
password access and kept in a secure place (e.g., safe). However, there
are situations in which it is difficult to ensure a total erasure (e.g.,
blockchain), and the anonymisation techniques do not guarantee 100%
security of de-identification26. For these reasons, PrOnto distinguishes
between different levels of delete actions: PermanentErasure, Destroy e
Anonymise. The deletion action is also activated when the processing
expires. When the purpose and the valid period expires, the ontology can
execute the deletion action.

Fig. 5. Action module

4.4 Purposes and Legal Basis
The GDPR permits the processing of personal data only in the light of
several lawful purposes. The purposes must be supported by a legal basis
(Article 6 – Lawfulness of processing). For this reason, we have
introduced a lawfulness status as a Boolean data property of the
PersonalDataProcessing class. Each personal data processing is based
on a Purpose. In this way, a rule engine, based for instance on a rule
language like LegalRuleML, can return this value after the rule reasoning
process (Figs. 6 and 7).

Fig. 6. Lawfulness status and legal basis relationship
26

Deleting personal data. <https://ico.org.uk/media/fororganisations/documents/1475/deleting_ personal_data.pdf>.

Fig. 7. Purpose class and subclasses

4.5 Deontic Operators
The modelling of legal norms needs deontic operators such as right,
obligation, permission and prohibition. From the point of view of the
GDPR, it is very relevant to also include violation/compliance as the
status where an obligation or a prohibition is violated or is compliant.
The deontic operators are connected to temporal parameters, and to a
jurisdiction as well, in case some rights are effective only in a certain
domestic regulation. This part of the PrOnto ontology allows us to model
the necessary predicates to implement legal rules. This module is an
extension of the LegalRuleML meta model, which allows us to
synchronize the legal rule language modelling with the ontology.
Each step commits a LegalRule that is made up of Deontic
Specifications (Fig. 8). The Right and Obligation classes are detailed in
subclasses according to the GDPR. Right is connected to a permission.
In this manner, we can track the permission connected with a specific
right such as the right to access (e.g., permission to use a PET – Privacyenhancing technology), whilst obligation is connected to violation or
compliance. We are thus able to make queries like the following: give
me all the obligations of the controller (X) that were violated in a given
interval [tx, ty] (Figs. 9 and 10).

Fig. 8. LegalRule module

Fig. 9. Right classes

The ontology in this module also intends to model the relationships
between deontic rules, actors’ rights and obligations, obligations and
permissions, and violation/compliance. This modelling allows to
populate the ontology, or to create RDF triples, in order to perform
queries like the following: “give me all the data processing that has been
violated by some actors in a given time”. This knowledge is processed
by the rule engine, but transformed into individuals in the ontology (or
RDF triples) without the need to query to the rule engine each time.

Fig. 10. Obligation classes

5

Evaluation

The evaluation is carried out inside the Cloud4EU European project
PCP 27 that intends to provide legal compliance checking systems for
eGovernment services that are delivered across the cloud. We are
currently in the phase of testing PrOnto on three different scenarios
related to school services. PrOnto is also used inside the MIREL
European project28 and the DAPRECO Luxembourgish project29.
An example of the use of PrOnto is presented hereafter.

<http://www.agid.gov.it/cloudforeurope>.
<http://www.mirelproject.eu/>.
29
<https://wwwen.uni.lu/research/fstc/computer_science_and_communications_resear
ch_unit/research_ projects/data_protection_regulation_compliance>.
27
28

a. Give me all the personal
data processing performed
by company X in the role
of controller valid in [t1,
t2].

SELECT ?pdp
WHERE {
?pdp :isManagedBy _:c .
[ lkif:plays _:c ;
rdfs:label "X" ] .
?pdp :isValid [
time:hasBeginning [ rdfs:label "t1" ] ;
time:hasEnd [ rdfs:label "t2" ]
].
}
b. Give me all the
SELECT ?a ?pdp
communications connected WHERE {
with of a given step K in
?a a :Action .
the
?a taskex:executesTask _:s .
PersonalDataProcessing.
?pdp pwo:hasStep _:s .
_:s rdfs:label "K" .
}

The previous queries produce important results to check the
GDPR obligations and facilitating a dynamic self-assessment. We
suppose that a software manages documentation, registry of processing,
DPIA information, etc. (e.g., software provided by the French CNIL –
Commission Nationale de l’Informatique et des Libertés 30 ). If such a
software is connected with PrOnto ontology, we can check for GDPR
compliance throughout all the lifecycle of the personal data, using
advanced legal reasoning tools or SPARQL end-points.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
Several privacy ontologies exist (e.g., HL7 for eHealth, PPO for
Linked Open Data, OdrL for modelling rights, etc.) in the state of the art
but are not integrated with deontic logic models usable for legal
reasoning. PRONTO intends to integrate different levels of semantic
representation: document and data modelling to support the semantic
web information retrieval, in particular Linked Open Data (e.g.,
SPARQL queries); workflow and processing to support the planning of
privacy policy and possibly also BPMN modelling for system design
(e.g., privacy-by-design); rights and obligations to enable the legal
reasoning using rule languages (e.g., LegalRuleML and compliance
checking); human-centric approaches to favour the visualization and the
<https://www.cnil.fr/en/open-source-pia-software-helps-carry-out-data-protectionimpact-assesment>.
30

presentation of the privacy-related legal principles and concepts in
different contexts and towards different targets.
This is a long-term research. We intend to proceed with the
modelling and optimization of the formal ontology and to evaluate it with
a large number of use-cases. In the meantime, we believe that such an
ontology has to be negotiated with a large community, in order to create
a consensus and to place those results into a standardization body for the
future governance (e.g., OASIS, W3C). In the future, it is also necessary
to develop specific profiles, one for each specific national law, or by
thematic domain (e.g., Privacy in IoT, Privacy in AI, etc.).
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